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LANA
DEL REY

In response to criticism from
fans about her songs not
empowering women, the singer
called out a list of others who
also don’t, the majority of which
were Black.
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CROSSFIT
Following their CEO posting
a racist tweet, the brand very
promptly entered the cancelled
bin. Wanting to get far away from
the business, gyms, athletes, and
several big brands like Reebok
called an end to their affiliation
with the fitness company.

JK ROWLING

The hugely popular author posted on twitter supporting a
campaign that elsewhere stated that trans women are men.
She was called out for transphobia.

UNCLE
BEN'S

Following backlash against brand
names and images which perpetuate
racist stereotypes, Uncle Ben’s rice,
changed their name to ‘Ben’s’.

ELLEN
DEGENERES
Info leaked from her working
team revealed that Ellen
was allegedly cold and inauthentic.
The personality presented on
camera could not be further from
what she was like off screen.

@eliottreyna
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Cancel culture. The big beef. The point of no return. It’s
something we read more about daily, but is it symptomatic of
the direction wider culture is moving? Does DeGeneres’ ‘fake’
on-screen persona mean she can’t be a public figure? Can
CEOs undo entire organisations in one fail swoop? Should
brands just steer well clear of posting about social issues?

CANCEL CULTURE.
THE BIG BEEF.
THE POINT OF
NO RETURN.
4
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Like all love-hate relationships, the internet has been a trip.
As we’ve moved from dial-up forum trailblazers to asking for
each other’s daily love on Bebo, to born digital natives on a
feed-swiping frenzy - the extent to which people are called
out, questioned and cancelled has no doubt increased. At the
same time, we’re all increasingly aware of what we need to do
to sustain both each other and the planet. The general public
are more socially conscious than ever, but how does this
broad shift in attitude really affect our day-to-day: where we
go and what we buy; who we hang out with, want to work for,
or date?
Young people are pioneering this shift. They are the digital
natives, the most prolific generation of content consumers
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and creators we’ve ever known. Whilst they've been handed
the baton of progressing digital culture, it is impossible to
reduce ‘Gen Z’ to this one facet of their experience. More
than that, they are by no means one homogeneous group.
This report platforms nearly 2,000 young people across the
UK, each one of them with a different set of experiences,
lifestyles and ambitions. When it comes to the vast array of
social issues they discuss day to day on socials and (in the
before-times) IRL, their opinions vary massively, as does their
intensity of feeling.
In spite of the diversity of experiences, preferences and
interests, there is one common thread which ties together
Gen Z experience: a willingness and desire to platform their
opinions and thoughts. In this report, the trends do not
describe what young people care about or consume, but
rather how they do.

GEN Z
@itssammoqadam

More than that, they champion that everyone’s opinion, voice
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THEY WANT WIDER
SOCIETY TO REFLECT
THE POSITIVE
DEMOCRATIC POTENTIAL
THE INTERNET HAS
UNLOCKED.

@creativechristians
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and experience is equally valued and legitimate. Social media
means that platforming your voice online is more accessible,
but young people in 2021 are demanding that such
accessibility permeates all facets of society. They increasingly
put accountability on the gatekeepers: policymakers, business
leaders, celebrities and influencers to make it happen. They
want wider society to reflect the positive democratic potential
the internet has unlocked.
So, whether it’s about HS2 chopping down ancient woodland,
or Spotify’s new discover algorithm or Man City buying the
way to the top of the league - with Gen Z, you’re going to know
what they think, and they’re going to expect you to listen and
respond.
The purpose of this report: to help you do so.

Anisa Morridadi
Founder of Beatfreeks
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ABOUT
BEATFREEKS

Beatfreeks is an engagement and insight
agency with a growing community
of young creatives.
We work with brands, governments and
funders who see value in sharing power with
young people.
Our model is simple: the more young
people exercise their influence through their
creativity, the more relevant institutions
become, and the more they can shape the
world together.

www.beatfreeks.com
@Beatfreeks

ABOUT
NATIONAL YOUTH TRENDS
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National Youth Trends is Beatfreeks’ channel
for all things young people, youth voice
and pop culture in the UK today. You’ll find
thoughts on hot topics, some stone-cold
memes, a truly undeniable statistics game
and a chance to benefit your organisation
through free insights based on our research
with thousands of young people.
The stats and stories you’ll read are all
collected as part of our research and work
with 16 - 25s across the UK. It’s our mission
to make institutions more relevant to
everyone. The way we think that can happen
is by organisations listening to, consulting
with, then acting upon the voices and needs
of young people.
By engaging with the findings and trends
from this research, your business can directly
respond to the needs of Gen Z, stay relevant
and start you on the journey of becoming an
Institution of the Future.
www.beatfreeksyouthtrends.com
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INTRODUCTION
Who Are
Gen Z?
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There is plenty of debate about who or what or
when is Gen Z.
Ask the boomers, and they’ll give you the
trustpilot verified answer: anyone born
between 1995 and 2010, not a day before or a
day after. The millennials on the other hand are
too busy upset that they’re not Zs. And well,
the Zs are just so over it, they don’t really mind.
So instead of attempting to mush it all

9
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together and give you a nice, round, neat
definition of ‘Gen Z’, we thought we’d let them
do the talking, in the best way they know
how. Throughout this report you will find

@goodfacesclub

Or anyone born between
1996 and 2011, but nothing
before or after. Or anyone
born between ‘97 and
‘12. The boomers are still
bickering about it, but are
certain it has to do with the
years in which you were
born.
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three starter packs from our three memeaficionados Ahsen, Liv, and Jennan. As you’ll
see, there ain’t one way to Z. This tasteful
exhibition of memeology points us to the fact
that, for many young people across the UK, the
label Gen Z doesn’t mean one thing, or even
a central group of things. More than that - for
quite a few, the phrase doesn’t actually mean

I think the age restrictions are a thing which is really tricky
to nail down - you could look at some 25 year olds and say
that they are part of Gen Z, and then in other ways they
could be millennials. I think it’s more to do with an attitude
and your upbringing.
Suki | 22 | Glasgow NYT Advisory Group

an awful lot.
‘Gen Z’, is often applied to the group by people
external to it.
This is done to try and better reflect changes
happening in society which affect media,
policy, the workplace and culture as a
whole. We use ‘Gen Z’ to contain, pin down
and formulate a response to the growing
expectations young people have of both the
institutions of society and the people inside

10
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@caira_guy

Caira

them.
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I’ve never really thought about it
until it was brought up. Like I see
those memes about Gen Z, apart
from that I’d never thought like
oh look I’m part of this collective
thing. I just think of my peers as
my peers.
Jennan | 17 | Cardiff NYT Advisory Group

I don’t think anyone my age (around 18) would
refer to ourselves as Gen Z. I would not have gone
out of my way to classify myself as that if I didn’t
see it on social media all the time.
NYT Advisory Group
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@ hayleycsalter

Hayley

Amber | 18 | Newcastle
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@pauli152
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What Are
Institutions
of Future?

Institutions of the Future are organisations
who understand that in order to sustain
themselves they need to sustain both the
people and the planet around them.
Becoming an Institution of the Future is all
about relevance. We think the best way to
stay future-facing is to learn from the group
which is going to be the next generation of

consumption doubled: as every day passes
the world becomes a little more Gen Z.
Aside from the fact that the group already
holds enormous purchasing power in and of

This report brings ‘Gen Z’ ideology to the

today will help you keep them tomorrow. So

want to learn from them, who understand it is
essential for getting ahead and staying ahead.

INT R O DU CT I O N

more than ever. In 2020, global content

consumers, employees and citizens.

businesses, brands and organisations who
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Understanding this group now is important

themselves, winning their trust and respect
don’t keep hitting the snooze button.

#1 Liv’s Gen Z
Starter Pack
Hey I’m Liv Reed, I’m a fashion
influencer and I created this starter
pack to show all the stereotypical
things I believe all fashion
influencers do! As you can see on
the starter pack our screen time is
VERY intense because our jobs are
literally on our phone. Sometimes
we claim it’s research but we’re
really just giving ourselves an
excuse for being on social media
for a large amount of the day 👀  You 
can also see a picture of absolutely
loads of clothes piled on the bed
and this literally happens on a daily
basis. My room just can’t stay clean
as I’m always planning outfits,
putting up lighting equipment and
selling things on depop so I can
buy even MORE clothes despite
being in lockdown but at least I
look good on my trips to Tesco .

😂

Liv Reed
@curlsponliv
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TRENDS | PEOPLE POWER

@kingsleyoseiabrah
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HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS
WITHOUT
INTERNET
15

#1 PEOPLE
POWER
In 2011, the ONS reported that 90% of 16 - 24s
were on social media. Ten years later, our data

@ @kristianegelund

shows that we’re now at 99%.
The steady increase in digital access during
the past decade has ramped up over the last
12 months in lockdown. Whilst there are still
hundreds of thousands of young people in the
UK without access to the internet, this is - for
a huge number - what public space now looks
like.

habits are affecting our worldviews, outlooks

infographics about the gender pay gap, a

Another thing I would say
has helped nurture our social
consciousness is the use of
social issues movements that
can be arranged so simply
through the use of social media
and other platforms in order
to educate the people and
consequently incite the people
to move.

satirical meme about the prime minister’s

Izzac | 20 | Nottingham

and extra-digital lives.
Whilst we all better understand how pervasive
social media is, the knock on effects of using

A broader trend of the past half-decade is

it keep changing. We can watch, record and

social media as a platform for your views on

analyse the tropes and trends of internet use,

issues and news that matters most to you.

but it is more difficult to understand how these

More recently, with the move towards more
open profiles, it’s not just about broadcasting
to your immediate friends, but to the entire
world. You’re now equally likely to see a snap

It’s a big question: what are your visibility
settings? As the lines between personal
social encounters and public social
performance continue to blur, more people
using their platforms to generate £. We
see social media become less about only
reaching your friends, and more about pure
‘reach’.

15
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of a birthday meal as you are educational

new crime drama, or info on the month’s
cancellations.

What is the
principal social
media platform
you use?

6%
FACEBOOK

8%
TWITTER
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15%
SNAPCHAT

67%
INSTAGRAM
3%
TIK TOK
2%
OTHER

Surprisingly, only 3% of people we spoke
to said that Tik Tok was the principal social
media platform they use. Whilst plenty of
research reports high Gen Z use, our data
shows that whilst young people are using
Tik Tok, it is not their main channel, rather
a content consumption platform used in
conjunction with other apps.

@maludewit

1%
I DON'T USE SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is built, and has then been

Sharing and consuming each other’s opinions

continually developed, to make users consume

has led us to expect people to have a position

an increasing number of shorter, more

on everything, regardless of what that position

digestible, pieces of content. This has reached

is. 98% of this generation say they care about

new heights with short, sharp, memeic videos

the problems the world faces. The principal

brought to the world by Vine, popularised by

space they broadcast this concern is through

Tik Tok and then pinched by Insta.

social media.

As a result of consuming more and more,

Over half of young people are relentlessly

about a broader range of subject matter, Gen Z

committed to making sure change happens:

are astonishingly well informed.

55% of them said that there are too many
social issues in the world to worry about, but

Their consumption is varied and diverse:

that they still make every effort to do right by

from sharing and digesting knowledge about

all things.

hyper-specialist topics which they’ve been
passionate about for years to the subject

As a result of:

matter of a meme which they knew little

- more people being platformed;

about. As the internet develops (for better or

- wider access to information;

for worse) we all take in more information.

- wider pool of sources of information;

Whilst young people understand the value
of sharing information about issues they
care about, it can also be a big responsibility
to shoulder, particularly if the social issue
in discussion is one which affects them
personally. (For example, it’s not solely the
responsibility of people with additional needs
to champion for change in the area.) That
being said, young people, regardless of their
background, personal life or lifestyle, face
perpetual pressure to be saying something,
and to always be saying the right thing.
Social media is the double edged sword that
keeps swiping.
17
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there has been a change in society’s
expectations. In 2021, it’s more expected than
it ever has been to be informed. This mounts
further pressure onto young people, in a digital
space which already demands so much.

It's also been good to follow
chronic illness and disability
accounts who talk about the
various aspects of illness
including acceptance and
the mental side of this. I've
genuinely learned more about
illness management from a
single blogger than from every
medical professional I've ever
seen.
Sophie | 17 | Norwich

98%

of this
generation say
they care about
the problems
the world faces.
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I know I often feel like my activism isn't as good as
it could be because I'm surrounded by people who
are doing absolutely enormous things nationally.
[...] For me, the positives outweigh the negatives.
But I also think it can be very difficult to tell when I
grew up with social media as part of life - I was on
Facebook at age 9 - so I don't know what it would
be like to grow up without this.

@olenkasergienko

Sophie | 17 | Norwich

#2 Ahsen’s
Gen Z Starter
Pack

These images display what it is like to be a young Pakistani creative. The images displaying
protests of peace, ‘killing’ the system and the cartoon image show my desire to strive for
representation of multi-cultural, ethnic minority groups – ultimately, to give a voice to the
voiceless. The image with the ‘no money’ sign symbolises what it was like at the beginning
of my career and how people, often south Asian parents, perceive the industry. Images
of clothes represent my style interest, which I know are popular fashion trends. A few
images to represent my culture, to enhance me being a South Asian artist and the difficulty
in breaking into the industry and being taken seriously. Album covers to represent my
spotify playlist and what I listen to when editing. Use of social media logos to portray the
importance of marketing and outreach through media.
11/03/2021

Ahsen Sayeed.png

Ahsen Sayeed
@Ahsensayeed

https://drive.google.com/ﬁle/d/14xeQv3ppM8QadFpptnJ1tsHwUEUb6fYq/view

‘Never having your 2 syllable, cultural name
pronounced correctly’

1/1
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@ reviewsbydru

Dru

MONEY TALKS
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Lydia Millen and her personal brand. She’s very genuine and honest
which is really refreshing. She has similar morals and values to me and is
conscious of world issues and genuinely cares about them.
19 | Female | Coventry

21

2%

SIMPLE PURCHASE

24%

23%
What is *most important* BRAND ETHICS COST
when buying from a brand?
2%

BRAND NAME

#2
MONEY
TALKS

conscious on social media, young people are
increasingly turning to brands, organisations
and businesses, and asking them to get
involved too. 95% of young people think
organisations should get involved in social
issues in some way.
This applies regardless of their particular
said that brands should only get involved
in social issues when it’s relevant to them.
Only 5% of young people say that brands
categorically should not get involved in social
issues.
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QUALITY

In feeling the pressure to be perpetually

product or service. Only 14% of young people

21

50%

Going further than an expectation, it’s
increasingly becoming an identified consumer
need: 87% of young people say they pay
attention to a brand’s ethics when buying from
them. This could involve checking the back of
the shampoo bottle for the little cruelty free
bunny or stopping scrolling to read an expose
on gender-bias in hiring. It was clearly visible
when we asked young people what their main
priority was when buying a brand: more young
people said ‘brand ethics’ than ‘cost’.
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There are, however, a few things to unpack in
this, and several are brought to light when we
look at young people’s priorities in droppin’
cash.

environmentally conscious approach to our
historically disposable lifestyles.
We asked young people to identify their all

The most important thing young people
look for - with over 50% identifying it as
their main motivator - is quality. They want
something which is going to look and feel
good, and seemingly don’t mind paying a
premium for the luxury. Crucially, it links to

22

finances and, more importantly here, a more

time No.1 brand and then give us the reason
why. The most popular reason young people
gave when identifying their favourite brand of

Later on, you can pretend it’s
1998 and tune in to our Top
Ten Brands for Gen Z run
down (in reverse order, of
course).

choice was that brand’s approach to social
issues. Nearly 40% of the young people who
answered mentioned ‘ethics’ in their response.

wider trends of sustainability in consumerism
- picking a product that will last longer. It’s
often symptomatic of a long term view of

Although I've never bought anything from them (they are pretty
expensive) I love Lucy and Yak as they make sustainable clothes and
are very ethical - paying their workers and how they treat them etc.
17 | Female | Coventry

I think we all know Ben & Jerry’s ice cream can be a little pricey, but
again the product is worth the price because of the quality. When
you combine all of these factors, it would be difficult not to buy
from them knowing they’re doing their bit in every way to support
movements and ideas.
Corey | 19 | Cwmbran
22
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Lucy and Yak faced
backlash in late 2020. After
releasing a podcast about
size inclusivity, they faced
controversy online with
people saying that their
own lines wern’t inclusive.
The brand owned up via a
statement on their website
and regained credit with
some members of their
audience. Just because your
brands presents as ‘ethical’
in the first instance, this
doesn’t mean you’re free
from the firing line.

23

Lucy&Yak because they embrace
diversity, are accountable when they
don’t, are super ethical and make the
nicest dungarees and clothes!!!

@roverretroclothing

Rover Retro

21 | Female | Bristol

23
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ASOS is my go to purely for ease (and
amazon for similar reasons) but i’m
currently trying to limit my intake of fast
fashion so prefer to shop on Depop or
brands like Daisy Street that are more
sustainable
16 | Female | Staffordshire
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Reasoning differs when we ask young people
about their purchasing habits and about what
makes an organisation their No.1. It highlights
two clear consumer habits for young people
spending money, picking brands and thinking
ethically.

#1

That to be the top dolla in the eyes of a young
person, aligning with their sense of what
is right and what is wrong is an absolute
necessity. Whilst you might not be the
company that they spend all of their money
with right now, earning their trust and respect
as an organisation will maintain their long

Rover Retro

term engagement as a customer, and leverage

#2

buying power down the road.
That whilst not all young people may have the
privilege of brand ethics being their top priority
when seeking out brands, the fact that 87%
of young people pay attention to it, displays
something a little deeper. In spite of not
necessarily actively finding and buying from
a brand because they’ve got amazing ethics,

@roverretroclothing

if they’ve got a consumer choice to make and
one organisation has faced even the most
minor backlash online, when a competitor
hasn’t, then the competition ceases to exist.

How to: Crisis Comms
with Grayling

So if the message on cancel culture, brand ethics and discussion
around social issues is ‘do it real and do it right’ - we wanted to
offer some tangible advice on how to do so. Our penultimate
trend talks you through some of the ways you contribute
authentically to social issues, but before then, we thought we’d
get some of the more urgent stuff out of the way.

You can read the full
interview over on our website
here.

Namely: you’ve just googled ‘my company has just been
cancelled, what can we do?!’, you’ve then made your way to our
report download page, you’ve got the PDF open, and now finally,
you’re now in the right place. Sit back, rest easy, read on.
We settled into our digi-sofa for a chat with Craig Ling - Director &
Head of Southern Region - from our friends’ over at
Grayling, a global PR and public affairs agency, to chat all things
crisis comms.

A CHAT WITH

There is an inherent conflict over Cancel Culture: many argue
that it’s hugely lacking in compassion, others that it’s the most
real way of talking truth to power. How does it relate to the
world of PR?
CRAIG: I’d argue you can learn more about a business from
how it responds to a crisis, than you can from whether it
is caught up in a crisis in the first place. Crises can hit all
organisations – good and bad. Bad things happen to good
people too. If you accept that principle, then it’s really a
question of how a business carries itself through a time of
difficulty. Does it try to be honest, clear and fair, or does it
believe itself to be beyond rebuke?

In spite of the crisis in itself not marking an organisation as ’bad’,
you’d think brands and businesses are going to want to steer clear of
having to do crisis comms in the first place. What role can PR play in
helping them do so?

Consumer behaviour has the power to influence businesses
and the actions that business takes – whether that be the way
it treats its staff, its supply chain or the environment. They can
be a very powerful force for good, as long as the values that
consumers are championing are good in the first place. I think
one of the encouraging things we see emerging from youth
culture today is a willingness to, where possible, pay more and
own less. That invariably means that brands have to adapt and
those that don’t will simply fall away.

"DOES IT TRY
TO BE HONEST, CLEAR
AND FAIR, OR DOES IT
BELIEVE ITSELF TO BE
BEYOND REBUKE?"

CRAIG: Ultimately proactive PR is about building brand
resilience. Companies invest in communications to
increase their profile with their key audiences, whether that
be customers, business, stakeholders, or Government.
They might do that to sell more or develop partnership
opportunities, influence public policy or creative a competitive
advantage over their competitors. Whatever their motivation,
a crisis can represent a clear and present danger to their
reputation. It has the potential to undo the hard yards a
business has put in building its reputation.
So, the first role PR can play is in building brand resilience
in the first place and publicising the kind of business or
organisation you are – your values, belief, personality, ethos,
and mission. If you spend time making people aware of who
you are and what you represent, you are more likely to weather
any future crisis storm. The brands that tend to recover
quickest are those who have invested in their brand in the first
place.
The second role communications should play is in helping
businesses prepare for a crisis. This is typically where PR
firms like Grayling can most value. We spend a lot of time
working with businesses to design their crisis processes and
also stress-testing them, often via live simulations.
Thirdly, we of course help clients manage live crises as they
occur. Sometimes that’s as simple as having more bodies,
by which I mean more media professionals handling inbound
calls and managing interest. By more often than not, it’s
advice and strategic counsel gleaned from our experience in
crisis communications across all sectors of the economy.

The worst happens and a story breaks which paints your
organisation in a negative light. What crisis comms advice
would you have for an organisation?

CRAIG: Hopefully, businesses will be able to lean on the
existing crisis protocols, having prepared for the worst. But
failing that, I’d say that it’s important not to bury your head in
the sand. Instead, seek help from experts, as you would if you
wanted financial or legal advice.
It’s hard to talk about general rules that a business should
follow, as every incident and every organisation is different.
Attitudes shift, environments change, the media cycle moves.
What I would say is that organisations can often tie
themselves in knots early on in a crisis. Fast forward a few
hours or days and they’ll have inadvertently boxed themselves
into a position they find it hard to row back from – the
Government’s repeated position on free school meals during
the pandemic is a good example.
I think the public are generally fair and appreciate honesty
above all. They don’t expect anyone or any organisation
to be perfect. So, there is often value in being relatively
straightforward in your approach, admitting what went wrong
or where fault lies (subject to the legal implications of doing
so), rectifying things and then clearly articulating what you are
going to do better as a result.

I think this really speaks to wider trends in youth culture - the
move towards more authentic, experiences and comms, over
those which are more manufactured. Are there any risks in
being open and holding your hands up?

CRAIG: Of course. I’m not a lawyer, but in crisis
communications you regularly find yourself working with legal
counsel. One of the main risks is legal liability and that can be
one reason why some organisations feel unable to admit fault.
But putting that to one side, there are still risks in being open
and holding your hands up, particularly if you don’t do so for
the right reasons.
I’m a big believer in authenticity. The same thing can be said
by two separate people but interpreted in different ways
depending on whether they truly believe what they are saying
is true. The same is true of the actions we take. So, holding
your hands up only helps if you genuinely believe you have
done something wrong and want to make amends.

Craig Ling
Director & Head of Southern
Region Grayling

A global PR agency with the creativity, connections and cultural
knowhow of a boutique agency. Grayling creates conversation,
drives change and protects the reputation of clients through creative
communication, globally, nationally and regionally.

"THERE IS OFTEN VALUE IN
BEING RELATIVELY STRAIGHTFORWARD IN YOUR
APPROACH, ADMITTING WHAT WENT WRONG OR
WHERE FAULT LIES"
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NO GHOST
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#3 NO
GHOST

Whilst the extent to which young people

involved in campaigns - do it right and do it

make the immediate decisions based upon

real, or don’t do it at all.

brand ethics varies, the connection between
how they perceive your organisation and how

As highlighted, young people in 2021 are

you act on and talk about social issues is

incredibly well informed. As such, when a

undeniable.

brand says it’s opposed to social issues, only
6% of young people take it at face value, and

First - it’s clear that young people want

straight up believe them. In contrast, 64%, in

organisations to talk about issues on

line with so much else we know about Gen Z,

their socials. 53% of Gen Z want to see

hop online to find out for themselves if you’re

organisations get involved in campaigns

for real.

both on social media and in real life. Brands
and organisations have been doing this for

The message: don’t ghost them, and be

some time. Through 2020, and into 2021, as

transparent when you message back.

life has become more digital, we’ve seen this
increase - it’s a tactic which allows marketeers
to appear in touch and relevant to their
audiences.
However, as highlighted in our ‘Time and Time
Again’ report (which discusses representation
for People of Colour specifically), institutions
need to be conscious and careful of their
motivation and position when addressing
social issues. Authenticity has long been a
trend for Gen Z, and they can spot tokenistic or
shallow attempts to make social commentary
a mile off. When thinking about getting

Fluff are an australian makeup
brand. They share memes which
commentate important current
events which many large brands
shy away from. They tell people that
online is only a reflection of real life.
And the makeup they produce is
natural. They are all about natural
beauty. They also create blogs with
interesting articles written by real,
normal people.
21 | Female | Sheffield
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A product or brand 6%
8%
says it is opposed
to a social issue,
10%
do you...
KNOW IT MIGHT NOT BE LEGIT,
BELIEVE IT

CHECK THE PACKAGING FOR SOME PROOF

BUT BUY IT ANYWAY

12%
NOT CARE

64%

GO ONLINE AND DO
SOME RESEARCH TO
SEE IF IT'S TRUE

Ben and Jerry's because although it's expensive it's good and the
company is very ethical and involved in activism.
18 | Female | Portsmouth
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@glenncarstenspeters
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The most popular answer young people gave,
when asked how they want to see brands get
involved in social issues, was ‘making changes
to their own organisation.’ This was identified
as a priority for nearly 7 in 10 young people.
When young people identified their favorite
brands and their reasons linked to that brand’s
ethics, answers were not purely limited to:
‘they speak about things I’m passionate about’.
Young people want to know:

Good Mela because
they have lovely
affordable makeup
products and I love
that they are Black
owned and the reason
why they started
as well as that they
donate some of their
profits to charity.
18 | Female | Portsmouth

How well organisations treat their staff
How inclusive and accessible products and
services are
How diverse the leadership of an
organisation is
What collaborations they engage in
How they support others to make change

N ATION AL YOUT H T R EN DS I N S T IT U T I ON S OF T H E F U T U RE

Young people don’t want to see you champion
pride on social media, but not make your
workplace inclusive. They don’t want to see
you give NHS staff a discount, then avoid
paying the taxes which pay for their wages.
They don’t want to see you download and read

@goodfacesclub

a report then take no action on it. (

👀)

32

Probably Woolovers or Fairphone because I appreciate
sustainablity rather than what mainstream companies create
and then have annoying "influencers" tell us to go buy their
products made from child labour. Looking at you, Apple
18 | Male | Swansea

CHNGE They are a sustainable, philanthropic streetwear
brand whose mission is to promote social justice and
tackle inequalities. They donate 50% of profits to a range
of organisations and charities whilst reducing their
environmental impact. I love how they are fully aware of
where their materials are from and the factories they work
with pay at least minimum wage along with providing
resources and help regarding money management skills. I
am very into fashion along with sustainability and activism.
Streetwear is my biggest interest and having a brand like
this that I can rely on is massive. Being able to express my
own personal values regarding social justice whilst putting
together a fire outfit is important to me. Their website and
commitment to their mission is also highly commendable.
They have a stats page where they outline the figures if the
top 500 US companies donated 50% of their profits and it is
utterly mindblowing.
17 | Female | Belfast

Top Ten
Gen Z Brands
#10 H&M
#9 Primark
#8 Dr Martens
#7 Lucy & Yak
#6 Vans

We asked young people to give us their No.1
brand, and to tell us why. Reading back their
2,000 responses was a real trip. Answers went
from hilarious to thoughtful to serious to cool to
downright leaving us dead. So without further ado,
we present the Top Ten Gen Z Brands (in reverse
order, for the throwback).
Coming in at 9 and 10 are those old teen faves. Whilst young people
do value ethics, many aren’t afforded the privilege of living without
cost implications. This is not to say that they’re not ethically conscious
- many people who answered high-street names like these were
conscious of the negative impact they might have. It’s possible that
H&M and Primark have come out on top of the fast-fashion bracket,
because they’ve recently come out and made statements about their
environmental impact.

An example of the quality, cost, eco crossover
- many young people are willing to invest
in Dr Martens. They pay a little more in
exchange for quality, fashion, and, by default,
sustainability. The same applies on the higher
end of the cost spectrum with Apple.

Probably H&M because they are starting to become
conscious of how their brand can become more ethical
19 | Female | Glasgow

Probably Primark, they are more eco friendly then they used to be and the
clothing I get from them seems to always be good quality!
19 | Female | Preston

The fact that a brand with such a niche
product range have made it into the top 5 is
testament to Lush’s exceptional approach to
social responsibility, ethics and issues. Like
Lucy and Yak, they’re not immune to online
backlash, but often deal with it in a way which
mitigates risk to their image.

As expected, absolutely soaring out in front, with nearly three times as many
picks as ASOS in no.2 is the big swoosh Nike. Their brand pops youth culture
at every turn. They are the sort of brand that does not need to shout about
inclusivity or representation or counter culture. Why: because it’s built into all
facets of their brand image. They Just Do It.

Top Ten
Gen Z Brands
#5 Adidas
#4 Lush
#3 Apple
#2 ASOS
#1 Nike

Dr Martens because I buy a pair of boots and they last years
whereas I break all my other shoes in months.
20 | Female | Swansea

Dr Martens they post good content do interesting colabs, are
supportive of art and are political
19 | Non-binary | Devon
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Katie

WORK
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#4
WORK

If, at the start of 2020, someone told you that,

than previously assumed could work from

by the end of the year, a long day at the office

home. For organisations large and small,

for a good number of the working public would

for employees young and old, for working at

probably take place on their sofas, in their bed

home and in situ: the pandemic has certainly

t-shirts, with a savory snack to hand - you’d

shifted our view of work. If now is the moment

have probably had a worried look on your face.

to reimagine ‘work’, then what precedent will
Institutions of the Future set?

Whilst there had been a steady move towards
home working, flexi models and remote

A noticeable effect of the pandemic on our

access over the past decade, 2020 saw it all

population is more people questioning the

change. In addition, it turned out more people

relationship between work and all of the other

@misskleader | Kianna Leader

aspects of their lives. For many, the pandemic
has brought with it the realisation that we
spend a large number of our hours awake
working.
We asked young people to define the most

Work life balance is important to me, partly because if I don't impose it my body will. I'm
very much someone who lives to work and sees a job as something that should hopefully
be enjoyable, which definitely affects my perception of balance. I often have to remind
myself to slow down and take breaks because I enjoy what I do so much.
Kyle | 22 | Cardiff
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influential factor - one thing - in making career

37

choices. The most popular answer people
gave was ‘doing something they love’ (44%),
with over twice as many identifying it than
‘money’ (20%). In light of the above realisation,
young people are perhaps placing more
emphasis on pursuing a career path which
is fulfilling, as careers are now such a central
part of our lives.

@mirnyy

DOING
SOMETHING
THEY LOVE
37
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I’ve always said my main goal is to be happy, so having a work/life balance I think is a
huge part of that for me. Ideally, I would love to end up in a position that allows me to
travel as well as opportunities for progression and development. I think the working
world has changed a lot, and I definitely don’t see myself in one specific career for
my whole life. However, if I landed a dream job I would absolutely be more willing to
sacrifice some of my free time to do something I absolutely love.
Rachael | 21 | Glasgow

Primarily, more people now have the chance
to do something are passionate about, think
is important, has value, or simply that they
enjoy. Second - ‘doing something you love’ isn’t
necessarily limited to the work itself. In this
context, we found some young people mean
working alongside colleagues who make a
great workplace or working in a city which you
love.
Whilst for many young people, the covid
realisation means wanting to throw yourself
into a job which you love, for others, this means
being more conscious of work life balance.
@insociety_uk | IN.Society

14% of young people said that a good balance
is the main thing which motivates their career
choices.
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Work life balance is important to me, partly because if I don't impose it
my body will. I'm very much someone who lives to work and sees a job as
something that should hopefully be enjoyable, which definitely affects my
perception of balance. I often have to remind myself to slow down and take
breaks because I enjoy what I do so much.
Sophie | 17 | Norwich

The second most popular answer on career
choices - money - highlights a principal issue
that young people face in the current climate:
a fragile job market and economy. The reality
for a huge number of they is that careers/
education and money are the two most
common things that young people worry about.
77% of young people said they worry about
careers/education and 60% said they do about
money.

44%

DOING
SOMETHING
I LOVE

20%

MONEY

9%

STABILITY

6%

It is no wonder then that 1 in 5 young people
say the main thing motivating their career
choices is money. For a large number of young
people, the necessity of making sure they have
a secure income is paramount.
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7%

PROGRESSION

14%

WORKING FOR A
COMPANY I RESPECT

A GOOD WORK/LIFE
BALANCE

What is the *main thing* that
influences your career choices?

I always think about work life balance, because of how much I used to work in my
previous role (now merging the bottom two). In my previous job my work life balance
was awful. I was in full time education sitting 18 GCSEs and eventually 6 AS Level
exams, while on a zero hour contract but doing 36 hour weeks. I was driven by learning
how to work and pushing in work while developing my academic skills in school.
Corey | 19 | Cwmbran

If you could work from home,
as opposed to travelling to
your workplace, would you?
As we begin to move

🤞 post-pandemic 🤞, the

way we rebuild the world of work will be crucial
in addressing some of the needs young people
face.
One of things which may be able to redress the

44%

17%

WORK FROM
HOME

A MIXTURE
DECIDED BY ME

24%

BACK IN WORK

desire for a good work life balance is the option
of how we work in the future, and the ability to
take forward some of the positive aspects of
the work from home lifestyle.

15%

A MIXTURE DECIDED BY
MY EMPLOYER
40
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#3 Gen Z
Starter Pack
- Jennan

I’m Jennan, I’m a 17 year old girl currently in the lower sixth.
I’d like to think I care a lot about the environment and do my best to be as sustainable as
possible, I try to limit meat and dairy when I can, I attend protests etc.
A lot of my peers are very similar to this too so a lot of these jokes are based on things me
and my friends experience well as things I come across on on social media: (especially tik
tok, this is probably half my For You page.) and I wouldn’t be surprised if a lot of you relate
to this too.

Jennan Alani
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@fng137

DO IT REAL,
DO IT RIGHT.
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@alexbracken

#5 DO IT REAL,
DO IT RIGHT.

43

The one thing to take away from this report:
keep your brand real and authentic, true to

itself. In 2021, there is no room for fakers. So,
for our final wrap up, we point you back to our
go-to: if you’re going to do social issues: do it
real and do it right.
… or don’t do it?
Well yes, but also no.
which they buy from, work for and follow, to
Becoming an Institution of the Future is about

change along with them.

realising that in order to sustain yourself, you
need to sustain the people and the planet. That

If you’re not ready to make authentic

the changing are expectations of the people

statements about social issues right now,

in society is going to force the organisations

then you shouldn’t. But what you should do
is start addressing why, start putting things
in place to get you there, start telling people
about the journey you’re about to embark on in
becoming an Institution of the Future.
Want some help, advice or a chat?
Drop us a line.
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KEEP YOUR
BRAND REAL
AND AUTHENTIC,
TRUE TO ITSELF

WORK
& IMPACT
If you want to get one foot ahead and
keep it there, then be in touch.
We can help you find, engage and work
with young people across the UK to
make your organisation as relevant
and futureproofed as possible, whether
this be establishing youth governance
structures, working with on usergenerated content campaigns, or
bespoke creative research.
To start your journey to becoming an
Institution of the Future, get in touch
with General Manager Amy Clamp on
Amy@beatfreeks.com.
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METHODOLOGY
& SAMPLE
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#6 Methodology and Sample
We’ve taken a leaf out of Gen Z and are cutting the wheat from the chaff. To
keep our reports slick, digestible and as accessible as possible, you can now
find our full research methodology and sample breakdown for this report on
our website at this link.
To give you the shorthand: the data presented in this report was collected
in two ways: an online survey of 1,803 16 - 25 years from across the UK and
a diary research project. The September Diaries project saw 18 16 - 25 year
olds send us diary entries across the period of September 2020, based on
prompts we sent them.
Information about getting involved in the research was distributed by
social media channels as well as through a UK wide, diverse network of
organisations working with young people in various capacities.
In our full methodology, you can read more about how representative our
sample is, how we analysed quantitative and qualitative data and how we

If you’re interested in learning more about how we do research, or have any
questions, then please be in touch here.
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recruited young people to be involved.
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National Youth Trends is supported by

This report would not have been possible without so many
individuals and organisations. National Youth Trends is built
on the principles of co-creation: between staff at Beatfreeks,
partners, young people and funders.
Thanks to all of the institutions and individuals who’ve been
in touch to help us craft our research framework and focus.
Thanks to the wider team at Beatfreeks for their ongoing
support, inspiration, love, guidance and motivation. Thanks
to the best graphic designer in the world Nerea Pérez Rivero.
Thanks to our amazing partners who make the project
possible. Thanks to Grayling, who supported us with PR
on this report. Thanks to word-master and proof-reading
extraordinaire Bohdan Piasecki. Thanks to our National
Youth Trends Advisory Group who continue to challenge,

This report is brought to with
PR Support from:

provoke and drive us.
Finally, thanks to Gen Z, and all the young people who built
(and build) this research with us. Your inspiration, dedication,
resilience, thoughtfulness, compassion and intelligence
motivate the work we do. You make us want to change the
world for the better, through the power of creativity. You’re all
lit af.
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